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Abstraci • The solUlions adopted in some counlries for Ihe provision of geodetic nelwork suilable to GPS users are described. 
They hpve been found eilher by establishing an army of new passive conlrolnctwort or by Ihe SO-C11l1ed Active Control 
SySlem (ACS). Special allenlion focused on the Brll1.i lian proposed solution. which is aGPS nelwork of continuous S>lleliite 
t11lCking. Within Ihis concept. an user equipped willl only one receiver can perfonn relalive posilioning. Tests were carried 
out in order 10 assess Ihe precision that such an user can obtain. once the proposed network becomes oper:uional. Results 
have showed relative precision in Ihe TllJ1ge of2 100.1 parts per million (ppm)for the height difference oomponelll and 1.3 
100.05 ppm horizontally. 
Resurnu • As sol u~t'Jes adoIadas em alguns paiSC$ com a finalidade de adcquar 0 sistema de referencia com as alividades 
g~sicas efetuadas com GPS sAo descritas. Tais sol~i'Ies tem sida 0 estabelecimcnto de uma nova rede passiva de pomas 
au um Sislema de ControleAtivo (SCA).Aten~aoespeciallcm sido dirtCionllda na proposi~oo brasileira, a qual ~ um3 rede 
com IlIStreamenlOCOlltinuo dos s.al~lites GPS. apreIiCntando algumas cllr:lCleristicas de urn SeA. AlgullS testes fOf1lfl1 efetuado:s 
panI verificara precisiio foclivel de serobtida com a rede proposta. Resuhado$lCm mostrado preo::i~ relativa na ordem de 
2 aO,1 panes pormilhlo(ppm) parnadif~ren~aem allitude~ t ,3 aO.Oj ppm paraas dife~as nascomponcntes horizonlais. 
INTRODUCTION 
The Global Positioning System (GPS) has revolutionised 
the positioning industry (surveying, mapping and navigation) 
and changed the concept of a geodetic control network mainly 
because of the high accuracy (relative positioning) and cost-
effectiveness of the system. Surveys performed by GPS 
have provided precision of the order of I part per mil lion 
(ppm) within a relatively short pe riod of time. For 
longer periods, precision of a few parts per bill ion (ppb) 
has been reported (Dong and Bock, 1989; Moni co, 
1994). It is a lso conceivable that as the cost of GPS 
receivers reduce, almosl all future geodetic (horizon-
tal ) surveys will be performed by GPS. However, the 
traditional geodetic networks, which have been extensively 
used so far, are inadequate for GPS users. This is not only 
with respect to precision but also because most of the hori-
zontal control points are nonnally located on the highest point 
in the area and often are nOi easily occupied by GPS. It is 
therefore important that the organisations responsible for the 
maintenance of these networks provide a suitable solution to 
this problem. 
The solution has been found either by establishing an 
array of new (passive) control points or by the so-calledAclive 
Control System (ACS). In Brazi l, a GPS network of 
continuous satellite tracking stations, which has some 
characteristics of an ACS has been proposed (Fortes, 1991 ). 
This paper outlines the solutions adopted in some 
countries for the provision of geodetic networks suitable 
for OPS users, with a special attention given to the 
Brazilian so luti on. This is preceded by a review of the 
basic concepts of GPS positioning. The tests carried out 
to assess the expected accumcy of the Brazilian network are 
also outlined, considering the observable, the use of either 
precise or broadcast ephemerides for baselines ranging from 
9to 1000 Km. 
GPS POSITIONING 
GPS positioning can be perfonned either absolUiely (only 
one receiver) or relatively (more than one receiver). In the 
fomler case, the user can generally almost freely choose the 
location of the stlltion to be positioned whereas in relative 
positioning, one of the stations must be known and occupied. 
Access to the known station may be in some cases, a difficult 
and time consuming task. 
Point (absolute) positioning is commonly processed using 
on ly the code (pseudorllnge) observable. The navigation 
accuracy achievable with GPS is of the order of 10 to 15 III 
using the restricted Precise Positioning Service and 100 III 
(95% probability) under the freely available Standard 
Positioning Service (SPS). Even after several days of 
observation the achievable absolute accuracy is not better than 
± 5 m (Seeber, 1993). The high accuracy obtainable with OPS 
can not be achieved with "stand-alone)' GPS, i.e. by point 
positioning. 
To achieve better positioning accuidcy with GPS. the 
satellite signals collected by two or more receivers must be 
combined and differenced (relative positioning). This approach 
greatly reduces the systematic errors present in the data. It 
should be pointed out that in relative positioning, any 
uncertainty in the base stlltion position wil l transfer to the new 
slat ions. The use of the pseudorange in the differential 
approach is referred to as differential GPS (OOPS). In this 
case, one receiver is located at a known position providing 
means to compute corrections in the observations or position. 
These corrections are then broadcast to remote users for 
application to their observations or positions. Relative 
navigational accuracy of approximately 2 103m is 
successfully achieved (Seeber, 1993). 11 is, however restricted 
to a relatively small area. A more sophisticated approach is 
the Wide Area Differential OPS (WAOPS) (Ochieng 1993), 
in which a sparse network of OPS reference stations can 
provide real-time network DGPS corrections to users over a 
large region, or even globally. 
High accuracy OPS positioning (geodetic accuracy) is 
achieved in the relative positioning mode using the phase 
measurements. In the static mode. relative accuracy of to 
has been achieved. depending on the time span of the 
observation. observable used, strategy applied and (he 
reference system adopted. Results obtained by OPS simi lar 
to those of Very Long Baseline Interferometry (VLBI) have 
been reponed in the literature (Heflin et 01. 1992). 
Other powerful relative positioning tcchniques exploring 
the capability ofO PS are the Rapid Methods (Seeber, 1993) 
providing accuracy levels of the order of 10cm within a few 
minutes. The carrier phase data are used as the basic 
observable with the code observables sometimes used to aid 
in the resolution of the integer ambiguity. These techniques, 
where the distance from the base station does not exceed 30 
km, are very suitable for detailed surveying. 
This shon description of the GPS positioning shows Ihe 
possibililY of perfonning high accurdcy surveying wilhin a 
few minules. Considering Ihal the accuracy of the 
conventional geodetic networks (triangulation) is 
approximately 10 to 20 times worse (Hofman el 01, 1992) 
than that obtained by OPS and thai the stations are sometimes 
located on sites not easily accessible, the clear conclusion is 
that a new concept for the provision of geodetic networks 
should emerge. This should focus on the traditional as well 
as on the potemial users. The next chapter describes Ihe 
solutions to the provision of geodetic networks adopted by 
some countries. 
GPS CONTROL NETWORKS 
Conventional and GPS Control Networks 
The conventional geodet ic networks were generally 
surveyed by triangulation, tJ"dverse (or a combination of both) 
and by spirit levelling. The horizontal control network is 
nomlllily separmed from the venical one with some common 
points. From the mid seventies, Doppler observations were 
used in the densification and control of these geodetic comrol 
networks. An example of network densification by Doppler 
observations. is the BJ"dzilianAmazon where the coordinates 
where first estimated in the satellite datum and then convened 
to the particular national datum, with well known 
transformation formulas. In the Uni led Kingdom and 
Republic of Ireland, dis lances derived from Doppler 
observalions (lranslocalion) were incorporaled in the 
adjuslmem of the triangulation. This solution became known 
as OS(SN)80 (Ashkenazi. 1980). Simi lar solutions were 
adopted in other countries. 
The conventional geodetic networks have been used to 
scale and oriem maps 10 provide a unified reference frame 
for large scale projects and to provide a common dalum for 
propeny surveys. As already staled. these networks in addition 
to being less accurate Ihan required by GPS users, their points 
are nonnally located on hilltops or church and water towers 
and are often not easi ly occupied by GPS. Since almost all 
future geodetic surveys wi ll be performed by GPS, the 
existing networks are inadequate. 
It shou ld be pointed out that GPS provides solutions on 
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a three-dimensional system with roughly the same degree of 
accuracy in the three components. However, the height 
differences measured by GPS are referenced 10 an ellipsoid 
and not to the geoid to which conventional levelled heights 
refer. Therefore, Ihe potemial use ofGPS as a levelling tool 
requires additional solution, which is related to a local or 
regional geoid model. 
The solution to the problems briefly outlined was found 
either by eSlablishing an array of new (passive) control points 
or by the so-called Active Control System (ACS). 
Passive Control Network 
The concept of a passive control network, involves the 
installation of a complctely new network within a global 
geocentric reference datum, compatible with the World 
Geodetic System 84 (WGS-84), defined with an accumcy of 
about I to 2 Ill.As the station coordinates of the International 
Terrestrial Reference Frame (ITRF) sites are accurate to :lboUl 
0.1 III or belter, it is advisable to use the ITRF reference frame 
instead ofWGS-84. At a continental or sub-continental GPS 
network level. the fiducial concept is used (Ashkenazi et (II. 
1989). The inter station distance should be between 300 and 
500 Km. with about one week of observation carried OUI by 
dual frequency receivers. An example is the EUREF 
(EUropean REference Frame) project. with about 90 slat ions, 
perfonned with about 60 dual-frequency receivers in 1989. 
In 1990,30 stations were added during the EUREF North 
Campaign. At a nalional GPS network level, the stalions in 
the network are installed with a spacing of 25 to 100 Km, 
depending of the size of the country and objectives. In the 
processing of the national network, Ihe slations of the conti-
nentallevel may be held fixed as fiducial points. 
In Greal Britain, where six EUREF sites are located, an 
intennediate network between the continental and national 
networks is being installed. referred to as Scientific Network. 
It consists of27 slat ions spaced at approximately 100 to 150 
Km and includes the local EUREF stations (Wilson & 
Christie, 1992). The National GPS Network comprises 538 
stations, spaced at 20 to 25 km around urban centres and 
more relaxed in rural areas. Many exist ing primary and 
secondary triangulation stat ions have been incorpol"dted into 
the GPS network in order to provide transfonnation between 
the WGS-84 and the UK national mapping datum (OS0836). 
In order 10 provide venical control, some stations of the 
National GPS network are being directly connected to the 
levelling network. This will provide control for the geoid 
model enabling height changes to be monitored using GPS 
observations alone (Christie, 1992). The network stations 
were selected such Ihatthey will make ideal sites for GPS 
occupation. T1ms, they should be accessible 24 hours a day 
by two wheel drive vehicles in all weather conditions. 
In Gennany, 109 stations with a mean spacing of 70 10 
100 Km were observed with 83 dual frequency receivers. 
Some 20 stations are EUREF sites (Seeber, 1993). Another 
similar network is the Tennessee Geodetic Reference System 
Network (Zeigler, 1988). consisling of 60 control slmions. It 
has been designed such that no location in the slate would be 
farlher than 25 km from a control slation . 
This new concept of a geodetic network will consist 
mainly of Continental and National networks and the division 
of geodetic networks into first to founh order within a country 
will disappear. 
A solut ion to the exist ing terreslTial network is the 
combination with new GPS observations. The existing 
network datum is maintained but the complete network is 
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readjusted and strengt hened with the inclusion of GPS 
measurements. New points can also be introduced into the 
existing network. The Readjustment of the Triangulation of 
the United Kingdom and the Republic of Lreland in 1980 
used a similar approach, but with Doppler observations 
(Ashkenazi eta!, 1980). 
Active Control System 
The main drawback of the passive control networks is 
that users have 10 occupy one or more stations in order to 
detcnnine the posilion of the new ones. The user has therefore 
to have access to at [east two receivers. An Active COnlroi 
System (ACS) is a GPS-based system of fixed receivers 
continuously tracking all visible satellites and relaying the 
information via a communication link to a central Master 
Active Control Station (MACS). The GPS tracking stations 
are ca lled Active Control Points (ACP), in which all 
operations should be performed automatically. Figure I 
illustrates the major components of anACS. The user showed 
in Figure I can access the infonnation from the ACP, either 
via a communication link (communication satellites) or off 
line via noppy disks. The fonner case refers to a real-time 
user (navigation) and the last one a stat ic one, which 
essentially post process the data. Infonnation available from 
MACS can be accessed by the users using telephone and 
Internet links. The principal elements of each ACP are 
depicted in Figure 2. An ACP unit would mainly consist of 
one dual frequency receiver capable of tracking all satell ites 
in view and a microcomputer to control the functions of the 
system. Meteorological sensors, communication interface and 
a continuous power supply are essential as well. 
The MACS controls the operation of the ACPs, proces-
ses the infonnation obtained from the ACPs, perfonns data 
management and monitors the integrity of the GPS 
constellation. Besides this, it computes satellite orbit and 
provides real-time and post mission GPS related infonnation 
to the uscr community via a communication link. 
It is clear from the description of the system that a user 
with only one receiver can rerfoml relative positioning and 
estimate the coordinates related to the reference frame of the 
ACS.As such, there is no need to occupy an existing control 
point. The coordinates of Ihe ACPs may be computed using 
the fiducial concept. The International GPS Service for 
Geodynamics (IGS) network (Neilan and Noll, 1993) can be 
thought as a global ACS. 
.. 
Figure I - Active Comrol Systcm Concept 
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Figure 2 - Active Control Poim Componcnts 
The Canadian ACS provides an example of a national 
ACS, the details of which have been reponed by 
DelikaraogJou el til (1989). At the national level the ACPs 
are spaced at about 500 Km (approximately 20 ACPs), 
providing the framework for the country. The provincial 
component will be more dense, with approximately 250 Km 
spacing. In British Columbia, the proposed ACS has an 
average stmion spacing of the order of 450 Km and is expected 
to satisfy all positioning requirements (Underhill el aI, 1992). 
BRAZILIAN GEODETIC SYSTEM 
Present status 
The Brazilian Geodetic System (SGB) has been 
developed and maintained by the Brazilian Institute of 
Geography and Statistics (lBGE). The levelling network of 
approximately 60,000 points has recently been readjusted. 
The horizontal network is composed of 6,209 points (3,498 
triangulation points, 1,158 traverse points, 26 Hiran points, 
384 Laplace points and 1,143 satellite (Doppler) points). It 
is currently being readjusted using the software GHOST 
(Geodet ic adjustment using Helmen blocking Of Space and 
Terrestrial data). This software is composed of a series of 
programs developed to adjust three-dimensional geodetic 
networks by the least-squares method, using the 
decomposition of the network into blocks (Helmen blocks). 
Mcasurements derived from DPS are planned to be introduced 
inlhe readjustment of the conventional horizontal network. 
They will aid in the realisation of the Brazilian Geodetic 
System whose origin is the same as that of the SouthAmerican 
Datum 1969 (SAD-69). This solution represents a preliminary 
answer 10 the Brazilian geodetic community (Costa and Pe-
reira, 1994; Costa and Fones, 1991). 
The tmnsfonnation from SAD-69 to World Geodetic 
System of 1984 (WGS-84) and vice-versa adopted in Brazil 
is realised only by 3 translation parameters ( X, Yand 
Z). They were estimated from 24-days of Doppler data 
collected at the origin of the SAD-69 (Stalion DHU~ using 
p!ecise ephemerides (Fones et af, 1989). Recent assessment 
of the WGS-84 coordinates of CHUA has shown an 
agreement of the order of 0.4 m with respect to the 
corresponding ITRF coordinates ( Monico et af, 1994). This 
result agrees with the expected accuracy of the WGS-84. 
However, these parameters are expected 10 degrade as a 
function of distance from the origin. Considering that the 
conventional network provides relative precision of the order 
or 10 ppm, the expected discrepancy at a point located 1.000 
Km from the origin is about 10 m. An error of this order of 
magnitude in the absolute position of a station in the WGS-
84 may Cl'use an error in the ellipsoid height difTerence of up 
to 2 ppm (Breach, 1990). Therefore, the Brazilian geodetic 
community should be aware and expect errors of this order 
or even worse when applying these transfonnation parameters 
at stations located far from the origin of the SAD-69. Once 
the readjustment of the SGB has been completed, beller 
results might be obtained, depending on the precision of the 
realisation of the new system. 
Future Developments 
II is clear from the previous seclion that for a more 
powerful use ofGPS, additional solutions should take place 
in Brazil. IBGE has proposed the developmem of a Brazilian 
Network for'Continuous tracking of the GPS satellites. This 
network will cons ist o f 9 tracking stations (Fig. 3). It is 
imended that this network will, in the future, replace the 
conventional one. Details of the network reponed by Fones 
& Godoy (1991) show that the network will have some 
characteristics of an ACS. From the configuration of the 
network, GPS users wi ll place their receivers at a spacing of 
up to 500 Km from the nearest station. Exceptions occur in 
the Amazon region and Southern of Brazil. where they can 
reach aboU! 1,700 and 900 Km respectively. This situation 
can be improved by the inclusion of some IGS stations located 
in South America, whose data are available to the users at 
differem lGS centres (Nei lan and Noll, 1993). In such cases, 
only static users can take advamage of this situation, because 
IGS data is not available in real-time. Figure 3 also includes 
the six IGS stations, besides those belonging to the proposed 
Brazilian GPS network. The station Fortaleza, located in the 
Brazilian territory, belongs tothe Brazilian and IGS networks. 
The inclusion of stmions Kourou, Arequipa, Bogota and LlI 
Plata may be useful because some regions in Brazil are closer 
to these stations than those of the Brazilian GPS network. In 
such a case, the maximum distance from the nearest station 
is about 900 km. 
The description of the present situation and future 
developments of the SGB shows that the solutions which 
have been carried out in Brazil might give suppon to the 
Brazilian GPS users. Once the Br.tzilian network becomes 
operational. it will represemthe culmination of the Brazi lian 
geodetic system. An ideal situat ion by that time would be to 
have the mapping system of Brazil and its National Grid 
transfomled on the satellite dntum (WGS-84 or ITRF). This 
is a long teml possibility, which requires to have all maps in 
digital fonn and then to carry out a massive transfonnation 
of all data invo lved. Therefore. the estimation of precise and 
reliable uansfonnation parameters between the reference 
systems involved is essem ial to obtain the maximum benefits 
of this crucial task. 
ASSESSMENT OF THE EXPECTED ACCURACY 
OF THE BRAZILIAN GPS NETWORK 
The main goal of the Brazilian GPS network of 
conti nuous satel lite tracking is to serve as a base and 
fr.tmework to support static relative positioning to an accuracy 
of the order of 0.1 ppm. Studies documented in GPS literature 
have shown relative accuracy bener than 0.1 ppm (Anderson 
tt ai, 1993: Ashkenazi and Ffoulkes-Jones, 1990; Dong and 
Bock, 1989). To achieve this level of accuracy, the fiducial 
GPS technique has to be used. II involves the simultaneous 
detennination of high precision satellite orbits and other bias 
parameters. as well as the required inter-station coordinate 
differences. The data processing requires state-of-t he-art 
software, such as, CPS Analysis Software (GAS) developed 
at Nottingham University (Stewart el ai, 1994) or GPS 
Inferred Positioning System (G IPSY) of Jet Propulsion 
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Figure 3 - Proposed Brazilian GPS Network and some IGS Stations 
Most of the ordinary users in Brazil will not have access 
10 state-of-the-art software for data processing and will 
therefore re ly on the use of software supplied by the 
manufactures. It was therefore necessary that some tests were 
carried to try to simulate the future situation in Brazil. The 
main objective was to assess results obtainable by GPS users, 
with only one receiver, once the Brazilian GPS network 
becomes oper'.ttional. The assumption is that the user will 
have access to GPS data of the (nearest) stations of the 
network, either via a communication link oroff line via floppy 
disk (Figs. I and 2). In both cases, only static positioning has 
been assessed. 
Data Sets and Processing St rategies 
An ideal situation to perfonn the tests would require 
GPS data from Brazil. As this was not possible at the time, 
data from Europe, available at Nottingham University was 
used. 
The data sets refer to the 1991 and 1992 GPS Campaign 
of the UK TIde Gauge GPS Project. It comprises 7 fiducial 
stations in Europe and 15 regional stations in the United 
Kingdom. Observations were taken during an 8-hour window, 
for 5 consecutive days with 20 dual frequency receivers. Tests 
showed that these GPS data set are of very high quality 
(Ashkenazi et aI, 1993a). 
The processing of the 1991 data set was carried out using 
the fiducial technique and the estimated coordinates of the 
stations were considered as the 'true ' values. The result of 
this processing agrees quite well with the ITR F91N 
(Ashkenazi el ai, 1993b). Baselines ranging from 7 to 1000 
Km of the 1992 data set were processed with different 
strategies and compa red with the "true' values. The 
differences between the ' true' and estimated values represent 
the strength of the recovery of each strategy. The processing 
was carried out with the GPS Analysis Software (GAS) 
developed at Nottingham University (Stweart et aI, 1994). 
Only the baseline processing option was used. 
Table 1 gives details of the scenarios used for different 
strateg ies . In scenarios (a) and (b) the Jet Propul sion 
Laboratory (JPL) prec ise ephemerides were used. In the 
fonnercase, the observable used was the ionospherically free 
observable and in the last case, the LI carrier phase was used. 
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Scenarios (c) and (d) were carried out with ionosphericaJty 
free and LI carrier phase observables respectively, in 
conjunction with broadcast ephemerides. For each test, dala 
processing covering observation lime spans of one, two and 
five hours was carried out. 
Scenarios Enhernerides Observable 
(,) JPL Dredse lon-free 
(b) JPL nredse LI carrier 
(0) broadcast lon-free 
(d) broadcast L1 carrier 
Tabte t· ScenarlOS Teslcd 
Results and Discussion 
The baseline recoveries for the test using the JPL preci-
se ephemerides and ionospherically free observable, which 
represents scenario (a) are illustrated in Figure 4. It can be 
seen (as expected) that better recoveries are obtained as more 
GPS data is involved in the data processing. The heighl 
componenl recoveries show the poorest results, followed by 
the east component. 
The worst recoveries were of the order of 22 and 30 cm 
for the east and height baseline components respectively. In 
the fomler case such value was obtained with 2 hours of GPS 
data and in the latter, 1 hour of data was involved. With 2 
and 5 hours of data, the recoveries of the height component 
were better than 15 cm for most of the baseline lengths. For 
o 
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all data span, the recoveries of the north component (beller 
than 10 em) were better than the east component (up to 22 
em). This is probably due 10 the fac t that the GPS satellite 
provided a better geometry for the detennination orlhe north 
companelll. The length component provided recoveries 
always better than 12 em. for all dala span and baseline 
lengths. 
For the other tests carried out in order 10 try other user 
scenarios in Brazil, only the recoveries for the length and 
height components are presemed . The former gives an 
indication of the quality in the three cartesian coordinates, 
and the latter generally represents the worst case of the three 
components, Therefore, if the recoveries derived from the 
tests taking into account these two components arc acceptable, 
they are likely to be for the north and east components as 
well. 
The recoveries for the processing with JPL precise 
ephemerides and the L1 carrier phase observable are given 
in Figure 5. It can be seen that for shorter periods of 
observation, the recoveries for baselines longer than 50 km 
deteriorate. For longer baselines, the recoveries for one and 
two hours of data are very inconsistent. It is due to the effects 
of the ionosphere which were not taken into account and do 
not cancel out over long ba$Clines, neither they average out 
over short period of observations. For a longer period of 
observation (5 hours), the height component recoveries 
reduce from 2.5 m to about 50 cm and from 2.0 m to about 
80 cm for the length component. The recoveries of the latter 
were on average 40 cm. 
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Figure 4 • Recoveries for ]PL ephemerides :md lonosphcrically free observable 
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Figure 7 - Recoveries for tlrOadeasl ephtmerides und Ll observable 
The resuhs of Ihe lesls carried out wilh broadcast 
ephemerides in conjunction wilh ionospherically free and Ll 
carrier phase observable are illustrated in Figures 6 and 7, 
respectively. As expected, the recoveries of the tests with 
broadcasl ephemerides are worse thon those with the precise 
ephemerides, since the same observable is taken into account. 
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TIle effects on the recoveries are more significant for baselines 
longer than 100 Km, in which the errors of the broadcast 
ephemerides are not cancelled out. The height component 
recoveries for scenario (c), (see Fig. 7) reach about 80 cm in 
the data processing with 5 hours of data. The length 
component recoveries reach at maximum 20 cm. One can 
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observe that with data span of 1 and 2 hours, the height 
component recoveries are generally beUcr than those of 5 
hours. It is due to the fact that the broadcast ephemerides 
were used beyond the 'valid' interval (2 hours) in the longer 
data span. 
The lest of scenario (d), ie broadcast ephemerides and 
the L I carrier phase (Fig. 7) demonstrated that considering 1 
hourof data the recoveries oflhe height component can reach. 
for the longer baselines, almost 3 m. They reduce to better 
than I m for daHl span of 5 hours. The recoveries of the height 
components for the shaner intervals do nOl behave as in the 
previous scennrio (ie shaner imerval with bener recoveries 
than those of longer interval s), because the ionospheric 
effecls. which where not laking into account in this scenario, 
are more signific:lIlt than the e rrors of the broadcast 
ephemerides beyond the 'valid' interval. The ionospheric 
effects do not uverageout over short intervals. For the length 
component . the recoveries reach 2 Tn for I hour of data and 
reduce to bener than 1.50 m and 50 cm fo r 2 and 5 hours 
respectively. 
In order to obtain a more convenient description of the 
results. a linear fit through the recoveries oflength and height 
components obtained from all the tests was carried out. The 
resulting values. which are given in Table 2. provide an 
average value of the repeatabilities as function ohhe baseline 
length. 
Lengthcomponent Heightcomponem 
Str;Uegies I Hour 2l-1oun , Hoo. I Hour 2 Hours 'H_ 
ION·FREEand 
Precise Epbtm. 0.1 ppm 0.1 ppm 0.G4 ppm 0.22 ppm .17 ppm O.llppm 
L.I and Precise 
Ephem. 1.0 ppm 0.11 ppm 0.6 ppm '0 ppm 1.5ppm 0.5 ppm 
ION·FREE and 
Brwd. Ephcm OJ ppm 0.2 ppm 0.1 ppm OAppm 0.4 ppm 0.6 ppm 
L.l and Broad. 
Eph<m. 1.3 ppm 1.0 ppm O.S ppm 1.11 ppm 1.9 ppm 0.7 ppm 
Table 2 • Linear Fit of the Base lirlt Reco~eries for the Tested Scenarios 
TI,e values given in Table 2 show recoveries in the ran-
ge of 1.3 to 0.1 ppm and 2 10 0.1 ppm for the length and 
height components respcctively. With a single frequency 
receiver collecti ng I hour of data, precision beller than 2 
ppm is expected for hcight, and 1.3 ppm for len gt h, 
independently of us ing e ith e r broadcast or preci se 
ephemerides, With 5 hours of data, such values reduce to 
about I ppm. Once I hoorof data of a dual frequency receiver 
is used in conjunction with the precise ephemerides, precision 
beller than 0.2 ppm for the length and height components 
has been demonstrated. Both components do not improve 
significantly by increasing the interval of data collection. Dual 
frequency receiver. broadcast ephemerides and I hour of data 
collection have shown results bener than 0.4 ppm for the 
length and height components . The laller become worse for 
longer intervals due to the fact that the broadcast ephemerides 
were being used beyond the valid interval. 
The values give n in Tabl e 2 show the expected 
accuracies Ihat can be obtained by a GPS user equipped with 
only one receiver in a region with anACS, taking into account 
four different scenarios. Once the Brazilian GPS network 
becomes operational. relat ive positioning accuracies at these 
levels are expected for baseline dala processing. However. 
as the tests were carried out using data from Europe. it would 
be lIdvisable to repeat some of these tests using data from 
Brazil, once data are available. The data collected during the 
recent S IRGAS campaign (May-June 1995) may be used. 
It has to be pointed out that ailhough the resulls of the 
data processing using only a single baseline have provided 
very high precision. they are not very reliable. Therefore. the 
concept of reliability within the context of an ACS must be 
further investigated. 
CONCLUSIONS 
n,e solutions adopted by some countries in the provision 
of geodetic networks for using GPS as the main positioning 
system have been described. The generallendency has been 
the establishment of new passive networks. retaining some 
stations of the conventionlll network. in order 10 provide a 
set of parameters to realise the transfonnation between the 
two systems. However, the state-of-the-art geodetic network 
is the so-called Active Control System (ACS). Within such 
system, users equipped wilh only one receiver can perfonn 
relative positioning without occupying any control point.The 
proposed Brazilian GPS network has some characteristics of 
an ACS and is expected 10 give 10lal support to the demands 
of the Brazilian GPS users. 
Tests carried ou t to assess the expected precision 
obtainable by a GPS user in Brazil equipped with only one 
receiver have shown that resulls in the range of 2 10 0.1 ppm 
can be obtained for the height componenl. For the first case 
(2 ppm). a s ingle fr equency receiver and broadcaSI 
ephemerides are the requirements. In order 10 obtain precision 
of the order of 0.1 ppm, a duul frequency receiver is required 
and the satellite positions must be computed from precise 
ephemerides. The results of the North and East components 
are slightly bener than the Length and Height component, 
respectively. 
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